Hard Words And Images Workshop
Communication

Speaking, listening and sharing information with other people

Example: Emma received communication from Lynne that she had her vaccine
Engagement

The way for people to get together to talk about and take part in something like an issue, project or idea.

Example: One of the ways to do engagement in the My Day My Way project was a questionnaire so everyone could take part.
Inform

When someone tells us about something that is going on

Example: Stacey drew posters about the Coronavirus to help inform us about 'The Germ'
Exclusion

A barrier, or something that stops us doing or taking part

Example: Pauline was excluded from taking part because of where she lived.
To start with what is most important or needs to be done first:

Example: Darren made his paid job his priority because it was important to him.
Citizen

A person for a certain place

Example: Bradley is a citizen of Merthyr Tydfil
Barrier

A thing that stops us doing something

Example: there was a barrier at the train track crossing to stop me getting hit by the train
Support

Help to do something

Example: my staff **support** me in meetings so that I can understand and be able to talk
Conversation

Talking to people

Example: people first members had a conversation about shopping
Expression

Showing how we feel or what we think

Example: Daniel used his facial expression to show what he was feeling
Emotion

The way we are feeling

Example: today my emotion is happy
Information

Facts about someone or something

Example: I got information about my health from the doctor
Transformation

Something or someone moving or changing from one place to another

Example: the seed *transformed* into a flower

Moving on to *Something New*
Understanding

Checking we know what is going on or being talked about

Example: Kirsty checked her understanding by asking questions
Consultation

Asking people questions to find out what they think about an issue, idea or project

Example: members of people first took part in a consultation about day centre
Digital

Electronic technology and the information shared on technology devices

Example: we shared information digitally on our iPads
Poverty

When people are poor and don’t have basic things like food and money

Example: digital poverty is when someone can’t join in with meetings because they don’t have a computer or internet
Region

A part of something bigger

Example: I live in the Cwm Taf Morgannwg region of Wales
Partnership

When 2 or more people or organisations or groups decide to work together

Example: People First work in partnership with the local authority and Neil Elliot
Participation

Taking part in something

Example: Owain participated in a meeting